
Week 3 Task / Activity I am intending to do Recourses and what I will need to do

Begin research and gain a detailed insight into topic

Monday Begin Task 2: research intro the background of radio imaging 
such a power intros, sweepers, jingles.!
Also listen to different power intro productions on sound cloud or 
youtube, radio broadcasts and podcasts.!
- Research into what radio imaging is and how it can be used in 

a live broadcast !
- Power intros and marketing and show branding!
- What information is it exactly that radio stations want to give in 

power intros!
- What identifies the presenters!
- When / why did jingles first come about in the UK and who was 

the presenter? What was his style / made him unique - maybe 
with audio

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- Pages to write up my work and also another document for all 

links I use during research!
- Cover the different kinds of radio imaging that is being 

produced and how it is being used in a live broadcast!
- Radio broadcast marketing research online and in books from 

the library  !
- Look into various UK radio stations that suit my project and 

music choice!
- Research into various presenters online and in books and the 

history in the UK, also how they started innovating radio 
broadcasting!

- Yotutube, soundcloud and other platforms for audio files to 
demonstrate !

- Research online into where jingles first came about and how 
the had been used in comparison to the ones used today

Tuesday Research notable and recognised radio imaging producers!
- Different types of productions!
- For which stations or companies have they produced different 

typed of radio imaging for!
- Find audio clips of different producers work!
- Different skills that they have acquired over the years of 

different radio imaging jobs!
- gaining an insight to the jobs and tasks that are covered, which 

relate to my project 

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- Find and gather a selection of different radio stations in the UK !
- Gain an insight into these stations radio imaging by listening to 

their live broadcasts!
- Radio imaging productions to listen to from various producers!
- List of jobs, their tasks and skills needed found online 



Wednesday Research into Radio imaging and how it can be used during a 
radio show!
- Different styles of radio imaging for different radio station 

brands!
- Primary use of different types of radio imaging !
- How radio imaging is used to target certain audiences or 

groups!
- How can radio imaging be used to promote !
- Which type of radio imaging suits different radio shows brands!
- How to combine familiar characteristics in a show to attract an 

audience!
- Also research into what exactly a power intro is used for and 

how they are produced

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- Audio files of radio imaging productions!
- Online research on different radio imaging, how it is used to 

target / promote!
- Online research on different radio stations that are around the 

UK and define their brands and how they market themselves!
- Borrow college library books on production and radio shows to 

read at home over the weekend!
- Online research into the different marketing strategies used on 

various stations and how radio imaging is useful to catch the 
listeners 

Thursday Research into different UK radio station that have a  house / tech 
house / techno show!
- Brief overview of the different stations background and brand!
- Different shows and the music genres played!
- Radio imaging used on different stations!
- Slogans used by presenters or radio imaging !
- Names of the shows and how that could correspond to the 

music being played and their brand / image!
- Types of presenters !
- Listen to different shows broadcasts on the side and take 

notes if anything comes to mind

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- Different tracks to listen to that are popular in the UK so that I 

can understand that is played on stations here and see if my 
music is applicable!

- Find out if there are certain tracks that are played on certain 
stations / genres, by listening to shows and looking at the top 
hits!

- Online radio shows that are live!
- Research on different presenters across the UK and their brand 

of shows!
- I will be using pages on my laptop to write down notes when 

listening to radio shows



Friday Choose fitting shows out of the selection i have found, that fits to 
my project and research into it. - Code South!
- What kind of music is played and in what style? - mixed!
- Why are they suited to my project, is based in the UK!
- What kind of presenters do the shows have!
- Similarities of music genres between the different shows, in 

context to mine and what I have to select from my music bank!
- The vibes that each different shows gives the audience!
- Anything i notice whilst listening to the radio shows!
- See which kind of radio imaging is used of the different shows 

and how I can follow this brand!
- Competing radio stations in the surrounding area and also the 

competition of their radio imaging productions

- Access to laptop with internet connection !
- Selection of different radio shows to choose from will be 

needed, preferably all from one radio station so that I can follow 
more of a similar theme!

- Identified the stations shows music selections and genre 
choice, also their brands!

- Apply music that I find suited from my music library !
- Keep listening to online radio stations shows at home while I 

work, taking down notes if anything comes to mind!
- Research into the different types of radio station brands and 

reflect on the ones that I have chose for my project, also the 
ones that are their competition


